
DYT’s  Semi-Submersible
Carriers are the Sustainable
Solution
…with IMO Tier-III now at the forefront of marine regulations,
it’s  not  only  their  latest  and  largest  semi-sub  that  is
getting the sustainable treatment. When DYT’s Yacht Servant
launches in…

Superyacht  Sustainability:
The Common Myths
…us here! Billions of unsustainable actions and decisions got
us to where we are today, so what better than billions of
sustainable actions and decisions getting us out of it?…

2022 Sustainability trends
…is what that money is ultimately funding. Knowing which types
of investments are “green, “ethical, or “sustainable” can be
complex in ensuring your nest egg is sustainable. However,
this concept…
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The  Edorado  8S  Model:  The
Future Of Sustainable Luxury
…sustainability. The duo plan to transform the industry by
promoting  a  more  sustainable  concept  of  luxury,  whilst
simultaneously  presenting  users  with  peak  performance  and
stunning design features. They are backed…

Superyacht  Crew:
Sustainability  and  STCW  for
Engineers
…of alternative sustainable technology? And what could be the
solution? I have just completed the first module of my MSc in
Sustainable Maritime Operations, submitting my last assignment
yesterday. I…

How Do MLA College Students
Complete Their Work Remotely?
…Sustainable Maritime Operations (SMO) courses and asked how
they approach the tricky dilemma of balancing work, play, and
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studying a degree-level program, and what was their motivation
to enroll on…

What  Types  Of  Fuel  Do
Superyachts Use?
…fuel  consumption.  So  which  Superyacht  fuel  is  the  most
sustainable? The most sustainable fuel is Green D+ HVO fuel
which is renewable, biodegradable, and made from renewable raw
materials. We…

Amico  &  Co  Introduce  New
Sustainable  Photovoltaic
System
A new extensive photovoltaic system has been installed in
Amico & Co which will cover 53% of the annual needs of the
shipyard  and  Waterfront  Marina  production  activities,
supplying  renewable…
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Understanding  The  Marine
Ecosystem  Conversation:  A
Guide for Yacht Crew
…your  yacht  and  the  sea  clean!  2.  Sustainable  Navigation
Choose sustainable routes and anchorages to avoid damaging
sensitive marine habitats such as coral reefs and seagrass
beds. Be mindful of…

Life  After  Yachting:
Oceanform.  From  Wearing
Uniform To Designing Them
…contribute to a more sustainable industry, reflecting the
evolving preferences and demands of modern seafarers. Made
from  our  firsthand  experience  and  frustrations  with  the
industry’s lack of emphasis on quality…

Seabird Technologies To Host
Exclusive  Sustainability
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Event  At  Monaco  Yacht  Show
2023
…and how they act as a platform to accelerate sustainable
technologies. This partnership with the E1 Championship gives
Seabird an unparalleled platform to rapidly develop and deploy
sustainable technologies and…

Williams Jet Tenders Partners
With Bird Eyewear For Social
Media Giveaway
…sustainable sunglasses company. Birds Eyewear is a provider
of glasses and sunglasses that uses sustainable materials in
the design of its frames. As a result of its outstanding
commitment to…
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